
Charlie Caftan Supply List
View C

***This pattern fits 0-20, we can customize it in class ***
The homework for this class is to wash and iron your fabric and to trace your caftan pattern pieces ONLY if
you’re measurements don’t fit a size OR if you want to be able to use the pattern for other sizes later.
Cut Stabilizer to bust measurement size before class.

We will be learning how to size a pattern to fit you. It will be easier if you’re between sizes to
use Pattern Ease.  Trace ALL the sizes that pertain to your measurements! (make sure all your
pattern piece markings are transferred!!)

Bust:  __________Waist: ____________ Hip: __________

Material List for Charlie Caftan View C Maxi:
CHARLIE CAFTAN PATTERN
FABRIC:
I used the 108” material and purchased 2 yards for a size 14, PLEASE measure your longest piece and add a bit
more for shrinkage if you decide to buy the 108” wide material
***The Store Sample is a Size 14 and the hem came down to my daughter’s ankles who is 5’3”.  If you want it
longer, please purchase a bit more fabric for the front and back.***
OTHERWISE:
Follow the yardage found on the back of the pattern package under Fabric Requirements View C

Lightweight fusible interfacing according to pattern directions
Polyester Thread
Fray Check

Pattern Ease if you are going to enlarge or grade your pattern – 2 yards OR the longest pattern piece

IF YOU WANT TO CUT OUT YOUR PATTERN BEFORE CLASS, I AM ASKING FOR YOU TO CALL ME FIRST!!

Day of Class:
Sewing machine in good working order, and 2 FILLED bobbins.  Bring all presser feet and accessories that
come with your machine, including the owner’s manual.  We will use the standard foot for straight and zigzag
stitch.
Basic Sewing Supplies:  Scissors, seam ripper, needles, pins, rulers, fabric marking pencil or chalk, or a water
erasable marking pen. The marks need to show up on your fabric, but you also need to be able to get them out



of the garment when it is finished.

Thread: A good quality thread that will match your project.


